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The Fermi surface of indium is investigated by means of the rf size effect at 3 Mc,/sec. For
identification of the observed cross sections extensive use is made of the dependence of the
size effect lines on the inclination of the magnetic field relative to the sample surface. The
complex shape of the equal-energy surface in the second zone leads to the appearance of several size effect lines due to sharp bends in electron trajectories within a magnetic field.
These lines are not associated with the electromagnetic field spikes inside the metal but to
less pronounced characteristics of the field between the spikes. The entire set of lines pertaining to the second zone Fermi surface confirms the close similarity of this surface to the
nearly free electron model. No lines were observed that would indicate openness of the Fermi
surface. It also follows from the experimental data that the third zone Fermi surface consists
of tubes that have their axes atong (rfO) and that are joined to form rings. The form of the
central cross section of a tube produced by an intersection with a plane perpendicular to its
axis was determined by using several samples rvith different directions of the normals. No
lines were observed that would indicate the existence of tubes with axes parallel to (rOf).
A
ALTUOUGH
e>cperimental methods for studying
The Fermi surface of Al is now relatively well
the energy spectra of electrons have been intensely
understood as a result of many experimental invesdeveloped during recent years, the Fermi surfaces
tigations, the latest and most thorough of which are
of many transition metals are known only in'i genthe measurements of Kamm and Bohm (magnetoeral way. For the development of the correspondacoustic oscillations),121and of Vol,skii (quantum
ing theory it is important to know the properties
oscillations of the surface impedance) .L3l kr th"
and exact forms of the Fermi surfaces near seleccase of In, which has been studied less thoroughly,
ted directions in the reciprocal lattice. This is of
we have the following informat_ion. The galvanosome special importance for metals with distorted
magnetic measurements inL4'5-lshow that there are
crystal structure. Abrikosov and FaI,kov"LiittJ
have shown that in Bi-type metals the structural
foor/
distortion can be accounted for by the electronic
part of the binding energy. This is probably true
also for several other metals including indium.
Let us consider indium and aluminum, which are
in the same column of the periodic table, having
three valence electrons. Their crystal structures
differ only slightly; the tetragonal lattice of In is
obtained by 8Vostretching of the Al cubic lattice
along one of the C4 axes.
It can be seen even from the (almost) freeelectron model that this relatively small deformation can induce important changes in the energy
spectrum; the hole surface in the second zone
reaches the corners of the zone and tends to become
an open surface (Fig. 1). It is therefore of interest
FIG. ]' lntersections of the second zone Fermi surfaces
to make a careful comparison between the Fermi
of Al and In with a (010) plane in the almost free electron
surfaces of these two metals.
approximation.
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,open trajectories in_indium. Rayne's study of
- -trasonic absorptionL6J has qualitatively confirmed
: -.r existence of a large hole surface in the second
' 're, which was predicted
by the free-electron
': xlel. Mina and KhaikinL?J recently investigated
r-.:s surface more thoroughly by means of cyclotron
'.-ionances and their cutoff fieids. The measure-'',-ntsof the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations
'i'e. indicate the existence of tubes along the
:ies of the Brillouin zone; however, the existence
'- rubes in (100) planes (a tubes) was not confirmed
':
Some information concerning the behavior
: rhe Fermi surface at the corners of the Brillouin
. tRl
. res is given inLor
[the angular dependences of
rd-period oscillations in the (001) and (100)
.enes within a magnetic fieldl.
\\'e have studied the electronic structure of In
-::ng &_radditional independent method, the rf size
::ect,.10,11Jand present our results in the present
"::icle.
SPERIMENT
Our experimental work consisted in measuring
:-.!' surface impedance Z = R + iX of monocrystal.:t In plates as a function of the magnetic field H.
: is known that for values of H at which the char. -.teristic dimension of t}e extremal electron
::ajectory equals the thickness d of a plate singu.:'ities appear in the function Z(Hl . By registering
::-ese singularities we can determine the corre--,....
-:ronding dimension 2p of the electron orbit in ' '
:'',rmentum space, using the formula
2p:
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FIG. 2. Directionsof normalsto the planesurfacesof samprojection.
ples in stereographic
in the dimensions of extremal cross sections of
the Fermi surface are determined with considerably higher accuracy (* 0.5V0).
The angular dependences of the positions of the
size effect lines were investigated in 12 samples,
which were disks 18 mm in diameter that had been
grown from a melt in a demountable quartz form.
Figure 2 shows the orientations of their normals n
determined by means of x-rays. The single-crystal
character of all samples was tested by etch fig-
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The technique used to observe the rf size effect
,:s describ"6 inltoJ. Improved apparatus was
--.ed in the experimental work on In, permitting
:reasurements of both the oscillator frequencies
'. .f i0H --AX/AD
and their amplitudes
For this purpose some,ele- - . d / D H- - a R / a H ) .
---'.ents
circuit described inL10J
measuring
of the
,,ere replaced by an amplitude modulation detector
.i:rd the measurement generator was operated close
: ' threshold. The results obtain-ed_bythe two
':rethods have been compared inl12J. The frequency
:sed in our experiments was close to 3 Mc/sec
-:.ndthe modulation frequency was 20 cps.
The error 1-1Vo) of absolute pulse measure:rents resulted from an error (2-3vol in measur-rg the thickness of the sample and from uncer:ainty (up to 570)b selecting the reference field
:trength within the line width. For size effect
.rnes, whose shape does not vary within the entire
rngular interval where they exist, relative changes
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FIG. 3. Anisotropy of extremal orbit dimensions in the
(001) plane - diagram 1. Solids lines - cross sections of the
Brillouin zone and of the Fermi surface on the free-electron
model. Dashed lines - projection of the Fermi surface contour. x - strongest lines; the remaining symbols indicate the
character of the dependenceon magnetic field inclination:
o - absence of inclination effect, o - splitting, o - line
shift (see the following diagtams), o - complex dependence
accompaniedby a change of line shape (see the following
diagrams).
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FIG. 4. Datafor the (100)plane- diagram2, with the same
FIG. 6. Datafor the (011)plane- diagram4, with the same
notationas in diagram1. Dot-dashline - location of the x
notationas in diagramL. Dot-dashlines - locationsof the y
cross sectionsfor sample8 (the projectionof the [010] direccrobs sectionsfor sample9 (the direction of the [100] axis
tion on the plane of the sampleis alongthe abscissaaxis).
coincideswith the direction indicatedin the diagram).
ures, because it was found in the course of the experiments that in some directions of growth two or
three crystals often grow instead of one with different orientations forming an angle of about 90".
Neither the intensity nor width of any Iine was affected by the etching process. The thickness d was
0.40 mm for samples L', 2', and 8; 0.29 mm for
samples 1 and 3; 0.30 mm for all other samples.
The most thoroughly investigated samples had
normals close to the rational crystallographic
directions. The results are shown in the polar
diagrams 1-5 (Figs. 3-7). Values of p obtained

from Eq. (1) are plotted radially in the n x H direction. All quantities are given in units of
p s = Z n h / a = 1 . 4 5 5 x l 9 - 1 9g - c m , / s e c , w h e r e p 6 i s
the boundary momentum of the Brillouin zone in
the [100] direction, and a is the lattice constant at
helium temperatures.
All values of p in the angular diagrams were
obtained with a magnetic field H parallel to the
sample surface. However, in identifying the cross
sections we used extensively the dependence of
line p_osition on the inclination (tip) of the magnetic
field.Llli We determined this dependence for all
fairly intense lines in the range of inclinations from
0o to + 4'. In the diagrams ,the inclination-dependent
'8c"
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FIG. 5. Data for the (110) plane - diagram3, with the same
notation as in diagram 1. The segments 1, 2, and 3 are explained in the text.

FIG. 7. Data for the (111) plane - diagram5, with the same
notation as in diagram 1. Solid line - hexagonal face of the
Brillouin zone.
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i:ehavior of the lines is designated by different symbols (see the legend of Fig. 3).
The errors indicated in the polar diagrams resulted only from the line width. For lines whose
shapes do not vary with the field direction, the errors are indicated only near the ends of the angular
interval.
All the strongest principal line groups have
characteristic shapes that are very similar on the
different crystallographic planes. Figure 8 shows
traces of a, g, and y lines; the x lines have the
same shape as thb y lines.
Observation of the size effect requires a long
mean free electron path and therefore a low temperature T. In indium the latter requirgryrOnt is
intensified by its low Debye temperature, which
results in a strong temperature dependence of the
line amplitude even at helium temperatures. For
example, when the temperature was reduced from
3'to 1.3"K the intensity of line group a1 in sample
f increased by a factor of more than 30. (The
diagrams will henceforth be designated by appropriate indices; for example, a1 designates a line of
the group a in a sample with n ll [001].) At
T = 1.3"K the mean free path evaluated from the
amplitudes of size effect lines for helical trajectories was 0.5 p6.ltt1
It should be noted that,
of
because
the superconducting transition of In the
low-field region had to be investigated at higher
temperatures; thus making the experimental work
much more difficult.
Lines resulting from chains of orbits[tsJ "r"
not shown in the diagrams. However, lines of a + g
chains were observed on all planes, in addition to
the a lines. In a doubled field the lines were usually 5-10 times weaker, with the exception of the
x2 line, which was weakened by a factor of only
r.5-2.

l/20

FIG. 8. Different types of size effect lines
in indium. a - line a, in sample 2' with
H ll t0011and polarization E- ll [010]; b- line
g in sample 1 with H at 20oto [100] and
E- ll t0101;c - line y' in sample 3 with H at
40o to [001] and E-[110].

00
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THE FERMI SURFACE IN THE THIRD ZONE
Our identification of the cross sections will
begin with the third zone. According to the freeelectron model, the constant-energy surface in this
zone should consist of tubes along the edges of the
Brillouin "on".[s] It is easily seen that all g cross
sections pertain to tubes in the (001) plane
(0 tubes). This is indicated by the dependence of
the lines on the field inclination, as well as by the
dimensions and shapes of the cross sections. The
absence of dependence on the inclination in the
case of the 91, gB, and 95 lines is accounted for by
the fact that the B tubes in these cases lie in the
plane of the sample; the ga lines are seen on tubes
having their axes inclined 31' to the plane of the
sample; finally, the splitting of the 92 lines is accounted for by the presence of two symmetrically
inclined 6 tubes.
The existence of f and h lines and their anisotropy is easily explained if it is assumed that the
"rings" as for Al. Then
B tubes are joined to form
f, is determined by an orbit passing through two
tubes (Fig. 9), f3 by an orbit passing through three
tubes, and h2 and h3 by an orbit along the outside
contour of the ring. The angular intervals within
which these cross sections exist and the dimensions that they determine provide convincing support for this interpretation, although we do not
completely understand the inclination dependence
of the f3 and h lines (strong effects may possibly
be caused here by small deviations of the normal
to the sample surface from a rational crystallographic direction). The existence of a ring is indicated by the fact that the 91 line is visible in a
relatively small angular interval (-72"); at large
angles the cross section goes to a saddle point
inside the ring. It must also be mentioned that we
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FIG. 9. Schematicdrawing of f orbits-profile (from the
direction of the normal n), and plane of the ring. a-f, orbits,
n ll [100]; b - f. orbits, n ll [1101.

were unable to detect orbits similar to h inside the
ring.
Our results confirm the conclusions of Mina and
Khaikin[?] regarding the existence of a B-tube
ring. A serious discrepancy ig lhe observed ranges
of lines between our work andl?l occurs only in the
(001) planei in[z] cyclotron resonance is seen at
83'. A probable explanation is that cross sections
with extremal dimensions and with extremal effective masses differ in the present case because
there is no central symmetry.
It is difficult to determine the exact shape of the
tube from the g croSs sections if the tube is not
axially symmetric. Therefore, for example, the
extremal 91 cross sections are shifted slightly with
respect to the point K at the middle of the porr,el.
sponding Brillouin zone edge (Fig. 3). However, if
the magnetic field is along the [1].01 direction, the
extremal intersections of the tube with the (110)
plane must pass through K. We obtained four different dimensions of this cross section from samples 1, 6, 5, and 3. We must also take into account
the existence of a symmetry plane for this cross
section (represented by the line AB in Fig- 10) and
also the cross-sectional area known fromL8l .
There is little arbitrariness involved in plotting a
cross section satisfying all these conditions. For
example, the point C cannot be shifted to the right
because of the dimension at 66', while a shift to the
Ieft retaining all linear dimensions leads to an increase of the area. The situation of the plotted
cross section with respect to the point K should in
principle be determined by the h3 line. However,
since the dimension of h3 is large, the absolute
error becomes too large. Therefore the distance
BK in Fig. 10 cannot be determined from our experiments and has been selected arbitrarily.
We did not directly observe extremal cross
sections on the necks between tubes. From the
angular interval for the existence of the h3 line we
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FIG. 10. Centralcrosssectionof the p tubein the (110)
planebasedon experimentaldata.

obtain 0.03 as the dimension of the neck in the
IoOt] direction. In the [100] direction a dimension
of the order of 0.1 is obtained from the 91 cross
section at the boundary of its existence interval.
With regard to the existence of a tubes, we
decide immediately that these are not related to
the y lines. Firstly, the y lines go into the region
of dimensions exceeding the maximum possible
o-tube length. Secondly, in low fields the y cross
sections are separated and do pass into each other
continuously. The region of discontinuity is found
in field directions close to the axis of the postulated hrbe. One might imagine that a tubes are connected in sets of four at the W' corners of the
reciprocal lattice (Fig. 4). However, this cruciform surface evidently could not give the observed
dependence of y lines on the field inclination. We
note that in the case of a tube inclined to the metal
surface with the field passing through a plane perpendicular to the tube axis, the line shift as a linear
function of the inclination should exhibit a reversal
of sign. This is actually observed for a B tube in
diagram 4; the two 94 branches have different signs
for the linear shift. On the other hand, for the y
lines the sign of the shift does not change upon
passing from one branch to the other. Finally, as
can be seen from diagram 5, the y lines are quite
symmetrically located and the ( 110) and ( 101)
directions do not differ qualitatively; the a tubes
alone, without p tubes, do not possess this symmetry.
The joining of a tubes to B tubes at the corners
W is excluded by the fact that the g, and 95 cross
sections are visible in a large angular interval,
the f2 cross sections pass continuously into hr, and
also because of the features of the effective mass
changes noted in[?].
We also note that if the o -tube dimensions were
of the order of 0.05, so that it would be difficult to
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use them for direct observation of the size effect,
their existence could still be observed from the
&z+o-anda4+achains.
Therefore, while cross sections of B tubes were
visible in samples of all orientations, with no orientation did we observe lines that could be interpreted as q-tube sections. The situation is similar
in connection with the observation of cvclotron
resonance in[?], but conflicts with theiata given
in the latest work on the de Haas-van Alphen effect.tel We therefore attemp_ted_toreproduce the
results of Brandt and Rayne,L8,9l employing th_e_
quantum oscillations of the surface impedanceLSl
in fields up to 11 kOe. Oscillations corresponding
to B tubes were observed with a sensitivity margin
of two to three orders of magnitude, but neither
long-period oscillations nor a-tube oscillations
rvere visible.
The cause of this disagreement with the aforementioned authors is not clear. It is unlikely that
we used insufficiently high fields.
Conclusion. The foregoing discussion shows that
all high-frequency measurements (cyclotron
resonance and the size effect) indicate that the
third zone contains onlv 6 tubes that are connected
to form rings.
THE FERMI SURFACE IN THE SECOND ZONE
We shall now proceed to discuss the hole surface in the second zone, containing primanilf a ,.
group of a lines, which are the most intense of all
those observed in indium. These lines determine
the distance between opposite square "cups" of
the surface (Fig. 11). The dependence of these
Iines on the inclination has been thoroughly disc u s s e d i n [ t t ] . T h i s d e p e n d e n c ea l o n e p r o v i d e s
proof thit the form of the surface is very close to
the free-electron model.

FIG. 11. Second zone Fermi surface of In on the free-electron model. Different orbits are shown for a sample with

n ll[oot].
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Much weaker b lines are observed when the
trajectory enters the skin Iayer at a small angle.
In the corresponding field directions the trajectory
dimension in most cases varies nonmonotonically
as a function of pg, so that there is no very clear
extremal cross section. This probably accounts in
some instances for the complex inclination independence of lines, accompanied by a change of their
shape.
The d lines are evidently determined by different extremal cross sections far from the central
cross sections, appearing because of the corners
of the Fermi surface. For example, the d3 line results from an orbit passing through the corners of
four square cups. The d1 orbit is shown in Fig. 11.
It is well known that in the case of a complicated electron trajectory the periods of magnetoacoustic oscillations are determin_ed by the width
of oirly a part of the trajectory.LlaJ thgr the condition v . (t = 0 (where v is the electron velocity
and q is the sound wave vector) must be fulfilled
at more than two points of the trajectory. For the
size effect analogous points are given by the condition
vn:0

(2\

in conjunction with the additional requirement that
the portion of the trajectory between two such
points lie entirely in the region between the tangents to the trajectory at the given points. We observed size effect lines of this kind experimentally.
Figure 12 elucidates the origin of lines c and c'.
It is easily verified that twice the dimension of c'
added to the dimension of c gives the dimension
of b.
The lines c1 and cz are weaker by a factor of
100 than the a lines. The x lines in diagrams 1-4
are much more intense. It is easily seen that these
lines determine a dimension that is exactly half of
the a dimension. We assume that the appearance
of these lines is associated with the existence of

FIG. 12. Measuredcentral cross section dimensions of the
second zone Fermi surface for different normals n with a fixed
field direction H ll [011]. a -sample 2, diagram2 (line b was
not observedexperimentally);b - sample, 4, diagram4;
c - sample 7 (line x" was not observed).
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sharp bends of the electron trajectories (Fig. 12b).
This explanation postulates the existence of an aIternating ellectromagnetic field not only near the
t'spikes,rrL15'13'161
at depths determined by the
Iocations on the trajectories of points for which (2)
is fulfilled; this field, although it is weaker than
near the spikes, should exist between the latter.
In order to show this quantitatively, Iet us consider the distribution of the electromagnetic field
inside the metal if it has a Fermi surface in the
form of a circular cylinder parallel to the metal
surface. An electron receives a velocity increase
Av in a skin layer of thickness 6 and as the carrier
of the current Aj = eAv penetrates inside along a
circular trajectory. If. at a depth z its motion is in
a direction making the angle g with the surface,
then the horizontal component of the generated
current is eAv cos (p. (The vertical component is
compensated by electrons moving along the same
trajectory at the angle <p1= 2tr - g with respect to
the surface.) Assuming that the number of electrons belonging to the given trajectory at the depth
z is proportional to 1/sin e, we find[15] that for
z >> 6 and 2r - z >> 6 (i.e., far from the spikes)
the current generated by these electrons is
j(z) x l(0)li6lrcotrp

(3)

where r is the radius of the electron trajectory.
We thus see directly that with a more complex
trajectory the existence of a bend, i.e., the jump
of E, leads to a jump of j(z). The emergence of
this jump on the opposite surface causes the appearance of size effect lines.
The x lines are about 10 times weaker than the
a lines, corresponding to ^[A/, i" order of magnitude. The angular intervals of the x lines coincide
with the intervals in which there exist orbits passing through square cups and edges between two
hexagonal cups. The corresponding electron trajectories in coordinate space have segments parallel
io the surface and a sharp bend. In diagrams 1 and
2 as the field approaches the directions [00t] and
(100) these trajectories disappear (Fig. 11); the
x lines then disappear also.
We believe that the foregoing is the only possible way to account for the x lines. No explanations
involving specular reflections are acceptable, because the effect is not modified by etching of the
sample. Magnetic breakdown or open trajectories
would indicate a dimension associated with the
reciprocal lattice (for example, 0.5 in diagram 1)
rather than with the dimension of the surface in
the second zone. In principle quantum effects could
exist at sharp bends of quasi-classical orbits, but
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we do not think that the foregoing experiments support any such hypothesis.
The corners of the Fermi surface should be
rounded, as a general rule. Since the x lines are
not wider than the a lines, it follows that the ratio
of the rounding radius to the total orbital dimension is smaller than the relative line width LH/H
- 370. This agrees quali_tat_ivelywith the calculations of Segall for Al inLl?J, which contains a figure where the radius of rounding of the edges
between two hexagonal cups is very much smaller
than the radius of rounding of the other edges.
If we take samples with different directions of
the normal n and a fixed direction of the field H
with respect to the crystallographic axes, the
trajectories will be rotated differently with respect
to the surface of the sample. In Fig. 12 this field
direction is along IOfl]. It is easily seen that as
the normal to the surface is rotated in the (011)
plane the x lines become c lines and vice versa.
Therefore for samples of intermediate orientations
(as in diagram 5) the distribution of the lines in the
x and c groups is very arbitrary.
In diagram 5, in the direction - 80" (perpendicular to (Off) ) three cross sections are clearly
seen with dimensions that coincide with the corresponding dimensions of the x and c lines. It must
be remembered that for n ll If ff] tne dimensions
of c and x", and therefore of c' and x', are very
similar (Fig. 13). Diagram 5 shows that as the
field is rotated one of these paired cross sections
is split. Four out of the five x and c dimensions
are seen in sample 7; the lowest dimension (x")
does not appear in this sample. The dimension of
x was aboat sVclarger than it should have been ac_
cording to the free-electron model; the other
dimensions agree with the model within the limits
of the line width. AII these lines are at least one
order of magnitude stronger than the c1 and c2
lines.
Let us now imagine a rotation of the normal n
in either the (001) or (010) plane in order to study
the transition from diagrams L and 2 to diagrams
3 and 4 (samples 28-* 10 - 3 and 1 * 9 - 4).
In sample 1', where the angle between n and the
[001] direction is 4o we already observe a splitting
of one of the x cross sections (which is not shown
in diagram 1 because the split lines are incompletely resolved). With further rotation of n the
splitting is enhanced; this is shown in diagram 2,
where the dot-dash lines denote the positions of
the x lines in sample 8. It is easily seen that the
cause of line splitting in these cases is about the
same as for splitting of the x line into x and c
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FIG. 14. Schematicdrawingof a y trajectory' The correspondingpoints on the Fermi surfaceare locatedin a hexagonalcup (y) and on an edge(6). SeeFig. 5 also.
with v'n = 0 and of Fermi surface edges on the
sample plane. Extremal cross sections are easily
distinguished here in certain angular intervals
(which coincide approximately with the intervals
where y3 and yi lines exist). The straight line I is
the trace of the extremal intersection for H ll t1101
(the corresponding dimension is indicated on the
diagram in the 90' direction), and the straight lines
2 and 3 are the same for a field rotated + 10" from

t 1 1 0.1
FIG. 13. View of the second zone Fermi surface from the
I li direction. Measureddimensionsfor H ll [011] are indi.'ed by arrows. Segments y' and y" are the locations of the
:'e:secting plane determiningthe correspondinglines' The
:'shed curve is the geometric locus of points for which (2)
i tultrlleo.

,iiren we go from the trajectory of Fig. 12b to the
::'ajectory of Fig. 12c; when the direction of the
rormal becomes nonsymmetric the different hexalonal cups of the Fermi surface rotate di{ferently
r ith respect to the sample surface.
We consider it important that one of the split x
irnes tends to move into the low-field region; we
here come to the portion of our data that is interpreted with the greatest difficulty - the y lines.
-\lthough we have not studied the rotation of the
normal from [100] to [1]-01 sufficiently thoroughly,
there is every reason to assume that the x Iine
moving into the low-field region becomes y'. This
is shown, specifically, by the position of the y'
Iines in samples 9 (diagram 4) and 10. If we assume that this transition is an established fact, the
range of possible explanations of y lines immediately becomes much narrower. (We have already
remarked that the y lines cannot be associated with
o tubes. For about the same reasons it is difficult
to imagine that these lines pertain to any other
surface not included in the free-electron model.
We postulate that the y lines depend on the concavity of the hexagonal cups of the second zone
surface; a part of the corresponding trajectory is
represented schematically in Fig. 14. In diagram 3
the solid line 7 and the outside dashed lines 6 and
e denote, respectively, the projection of points

It should be noted that in diagram 3 the upper
and lower edges of the Fermi surface are projected
onto a single line. This does not occur for other
normals n (for example, in diagram 4), so that each
y line should be split' This splitting was observed
only in samples 6 and 10; in sample 6 the y line
should have been visible along the entire tube
(like c5), but it was actually observed only at its
ends. A similar explanation can be proposed for
the yu tines (Fig. 13).
Conclusions. A twofold result has thus been
derived from the investigation of the size effect in
the second zone Fermi surface. First, on the basis
of the free-electron model several new features of
the electromagnetic field distribution within a
metal were discovered; these are associated with
features of the electron trajectory shapes (splitting
of size effect lines for extremal-he-lical trajectories in an inclined magnetic fieldLlli and the size
effect at sharp bends of the electron trajectories).
Secondly, measurements obtained by the size effect
method lead to some conclusions concerning the
shape of the second zone surface, thus improving
the free-electron model.
Confirmation is apparently obta-ined for a result
L4'5J according
of galvanomagnetic measuremett6"
to which the junctions predicted by the model at W'
corners are not realized. The behavior of the at
and an lines near a W' corner indicates the opposite, i.e., that these corners of the surface are
highly rounded. The same can be said regarding
the W corners (in connection with the lines a1 and
al (see r1"o[?]). Moreover, the existence of junctions would have led to the appearance of a number
of additional lines, including those from open
trajectories, but such lines were not detected
experimentally.
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We note that, unexpectedly, the edges of the
surface remain quite sharp. This refers primarily
tothe edges between hexagonal cups. This is an
interesting fact that requires further study.
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